Twelve year rejection

Campus radio gets shot in arm

The possibility of a campus radio station on the Cal Poly campus is up for grabs. The administration, having rejected the proposal once before, is now debating whether or not to offer it to the students this year. The past few days have been busy for those who are working with the station and for those who are against its establishment.

The latest and greatest of the arguments is that the station could be a benefit to the campus community. It could provide entertainment, a forum for discussion, and a way to express opinions. However, others argue that the station would be a distraction and that it would take away from the educational process.

The final decision will be made by the Student Affairs Committee, which will take into account the opinions of both sides before making a recommendation to the administration. It is hoped that a decision will be made soon, so that the students can start to plan for the future of the station.
AI names Hasslein to committee

George J. Hasslein, head of the Architecture and Architectural Engineering Department, has been appointed to the American Institute of Architects Committee on Education. "Hasslein's selection to serve as a member of the committee will be a strong contribution to the profession," it was indicated that he expects to attend several meetings of the committee during its current year of function to become better acquainted for the AIA, during that time.

The AIAs Committee on Education began operating in 1956 when it was organized as the Committee on Education and Professional Development. "The purpose of the new committee is to study and recommend programs leading to better education in architecture and to increase professional development," it was indicated that Hasslein, currently serving as the head of the Architecture and Architectural Engineering Department, has been appointed to the committee to contribute to the profession's efforts to improve education in architecture.
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PRESERVING CONVAIL...A Great Name in Aerospace

Company Description

C Plant Division of General Dynamics Corporation is one of the major defense companies in the United States. The company was formed in 1953 through the merger of two defense companies, the Convair Division and the Aerospace Corporation

The heritage of Convair dates back to 1926 when the company was formed to design, build, and fly the first American aircraft for the U.S. Army. The company's products have included experimental aircraft, research aircraft, and commercial aircraft. The company has a long history of innovation and achievement in the aerospace industry.

Beginning as Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation and then as Convair Corporation, the company has grown to become one of the largest aerospace companies in the world. Today, the company is a major supplier of aerospace and defense products, including jet engines, missiles, and satellites.

Opportunities

The company offers challenging career opportunities for those who want a rewarding career in the aerospace industry. The company is committed to providing a work environment that is safe, healthy, and supportive. The company offers comprehensive benefits, including health and dental insurance, retirement plans, and paid time off.

Major programs include:

- Gemini program
- Apollo program
- Space Shuttle program
- Commercial aviation programs

Laboratory staff members will be on campus to interview for the positions and Engineering students can stop by Lawrence Radiation Laboratory on Friday, February 10 to meet with representatives.

For more information or to apply, contact the company's recruitment office or visit their website.
Hitchcock puts grappling partners to test against No.1 rated Portland State

Plan to talk with our campus representative about your career (days)

Monday night's second round of play featured two eight-point performances. The activity in the Western Division finals was highlighted by Vic Wolf's 18-point win over Roberto Michael. The Gunslugs have had one loss this season.

The streaks 81

1. Western Division 11 36 points
2. Las Positas 10 30 points
3. Palomar II 10 24 points
4. Santa Barbara 10 18 points
5. Orange County 8 12 points
6. Miracul's 4 6 points
7. San Diego State 4 0 points

Leading rebounder for the Muslions was John Hindensch with 14 rebounds. Point guard David Cohn returned to the varsity lineup against the Portland State Vikings, bringing the Muslions' record to 5-2. The Muslions are now fifth in the conference and 10-2 overall.

Leading scorer for the Muslions was Vic Wolf, who scored 18 points. Wolf was named to the All-Western Division team. The Muslions' next game is against the Los Angeles Valley College Mustangs.

The Muslions have a 9-2 record and are now tied for fifth place in the conference.

The Muslions next game is against the Los Angeles Valley College Mustangs.